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Shoppers Are Steering Clear 
of Fast Fashion Retail 
Despite its budget-conscious lure, the fast 
fashion industry is quickly becoming taboo 
amongst consumers due to its questionable 
ethics behind manufacturing and negative 
impact on the environment.

Low-cost labour poses 
ethical dilemma for 
fast-fashion consumers, 
prompting them to choose 
more ethical brands with a 
slightly higher cost. 

Clothing brands should understand the landscape of the 
shifting retail market, and focus audience targeting 
around those interested in eco-friendly initiatives so that 
brands can reach environmentally and ethically 
conscious consumers.

What Does This Mean For My Brand?

Concern For Garment 
Workers Rises

Consumers Interested In 
Sustainable Options

Consumers are engaging 
with content around 
sustainability efforts of 
well known brands that are 
consciously making 
eco-friendly initiatives.

Fast Fashion Engagement

https://goodonyou.eco/impact-fast-fashion-garment-workers/
https://imperfectidealist.com/is-zara-ethical/
https://imperfectidealist.com/is-zara-ethical/
https://www.panaprium.com/blogs/i/fast-fashion-society
https://www.panaprium.com/blogs/i/fast-fashion-society
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2021/jul/29/the-truth-about-fast-fashion-can-you-tell-how-ethical-your-clothing-is-by-its-price
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2021/jul/29/the-truth-about-fast-fashion-can-you-tell-how-ethical-your-clothing-is-by-its-price
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Gen Z Has Arrived And They’re 
Bringing Along New Trends
Generation Z is now entering into the workforce 
with disposable income to spend. Retailers must 
now take into consideration the influence Gen Z 
has on retail trends and plan accordingly. 

Gen Z has consumers take 
an interest in thrift 
shopping and encourage it 
on social media channels 
like Tik Tok by showing off 
items they’ve acquired and 
encouraging viewers to do 
the same.

Brands should be aware that consumers in market for 
current clothing trends fit within the Gen Z demographic 
and are more likely to shop within the second-hand 
markets. Retail brands should focus their creative efforts 
on social media channels such as Tik Tok or Instagram 
where their consumers tend to be. 

What Does This Mean For My Brand?

Gen Z Amps Up Interest 
In Thrifting

Y2K Makes A Comeback 
Thanks To Gen Z

Gen Z has a certain 
nostalgia for early 2000 
fashion trends. Retailers 
are quickly pivoting in 
making sure their 
merchandise meets Gen Z 
needs.

Gen Z Content Engagement 

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gen-z-uncool-cheugy-blonde-b1979476.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/pop-culture/pop-culture-news/gen-z-s-nowstalgia-y2k-fashion-leading-thrifting-explosion-n1274720
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Online Shopping Engagement 
Declined Over Last Few Months  
In the last few months, engagement around 
online shopping has started to decrease. With 
COVID restrictions decreasing, in-store retailers 
are back on an even playing field when it comes 
to reaching consumers.

E-Retailers are struggling 
to keep up with logistical 
demands, driving 
consumers back in stores 
where they can have items 
in hand quicker than 
waiting for delivery.

Brick-and-mortar retailers should align messaging around 
the benefits of in-store shopping experiences in addition 
to focusing their advertising targets towards a 
demographic of consumers who prefer personable 
shopping experiences to online shopping. 

What Does This Mean For My Brand?

Convenience Is Key To 
Consumers

Consumers Crave 
Community Experience

Consumers are interested in 
having a more personable 
shopping experience, 
leading them back to 
in-store shopping.

Online Shopping Trends In The Past Year

https://www.retailcustomerexperience.com/blogs/convenience-personalization-and-digitization-continue-to-define-the-in-store-retail-experience/
https://theconversation.com/fashion-retailer-primark-is-refusing-to-sell-online-heres-why-it-is-right-to-do-so-153511


Thank you

Amobee is ready to help. 

Only Amobee provides agencies and advertisers with innovative, intelligence driven data 
solutions that enhance consumer engagement and increase campaign performance, both 
for the present and cookieless future. Partner with Amobee today and begin accessing a 
unique tech stack that offers the capabilities to: 

Unify • On-and-offline line data. Leverage web engagement, TV viewership, social 
listening, and bidstream data from the programmatic ecosystem within our data 
visualization solution called Brand Intelligence. • Discover new insights about your 
customers and consumers like them. • Unify data from disparate sources, including 1st 
party, offline, and CRM data to increase understanding and uncover valuable insights to 
inform strategy and hone target accuracy. 

Optimize • Turn those insights into actionable strategies within our DSP, which is then 
all captured within a data warehouse where you can build measurement instruments to 
understand exactly what’s happening in your advertising practice that matters. • 
Optimize tactics and campaigns with efficient and effective audience and media 
activation that maximizes budget allocation and drives performance. 

Grow • Utilize Amobee’s DataMine and other reporting solutions to understand your 
audience and campaign growth, and map back to important metrics such as 
online/offline sales.
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Questions? Let’s Chat 

https://www.amobee.com/company/contact-us/

